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Abstract

We describe the results of a rewrite of the inner-region communication algo-

rithms of the RMT code, and the development of a new load balancing algorithm.

The new design yielded a speed-up of 500% in the test programs, 300% in cer-

tain production runs, and reduced the amount of RAM used during initialisation by

one or more orders of magnitude. The improved performance will enable treatment

of multi-electron atom-laser interactions in laser radiation with arbitrary polarisa-

tion, and has demonstrated immediate benefits in studies of harmonic generation in

singly-ionized Neon and attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy of neon.

1. Introduction

The R-matrix with time dependence (RMT) method is a new ab-initio method for solving

the time-dependent Schroedinger Equation (TDSE) for multi-electron atomic and molec-

ular systems in intense short laser pulses. Although several other time-dependent R-

Matrix methods have been introduced in recent years, RMT has demonstrated significant

improvements in efficiency and accuracy, primarily because the finite-difference (FD)

techniques used to model the few-electron wavefunction far from the atomic core allow

highly accurate and efficient explicit Arnoldi propagators to be used. The RMT [2, 5]

codes adopt the standard R-matrix approach of separating the problem into an inner-

region problem and an outer-region problem in configuration space. RMT merges an

Outer Region FD model with a B-Spline R-Matrix basis set [6] for the multi-electron

Inner Region, using initial data from the field-free R-matrix codes [1, 4]. The difficult

problem of merging a basis set model with a spatially adjacent FD model while maintain-

ing the unitarity of the time-propagator has been a long-standing barrier to progress in this

field. RMT is based on the solution to this problem, first published in 2008 by Nikolopou-

los, Parker and Taylor [3]. We have now shown that this method is both computationally

stable and highly efficient.

The Fortran-95-based RMT codes have been developed for a wide range of platforms,

including HECToR, ARCHER, and a local cluster at QUB. Early applications of the

RMT codes were carried out for small-scale calculations (2 residual-ion states for Ne,
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and a single residual-ion state for He). In the last two years, however, we have started

to apply the codes to large-scale problems. These studies include the influence of atomic

structure on IR-assisted photoionization in Ne+, and double ionization processes in He.

These calculations require extensive configuration-interaction (CI) descriptions within

each angular momentum. In typical problems, these CI expansions increase by 1 (Ne+)

or 2 (He) orders of magnitude.

As noted, the RMT codes adopt the standard R-matrix approach of separating the

problem into an inner-region problem and an outer-region problem in configuration space.

In the outer-region, the time-dependent wave function is described on a multi-channel

radial grid and is parallelised efficiently with MPI over grids with many 100s of channels.

In the inner region, the wavefunction is described in terms of the CI expansion within

each symmetry component.

In this report we discuss the rewrite of the RMT inner-region algorithms. The new

code uses less RAM, and allows us to use Hamiltonians that are an order of magnitude

larger. In Phase 1 of the project a new load balancing procedure was developed for

assigning cores to the inner region matrix-vector multiplications, which turned out to be

essential in the new class of physical problems this project was designed to address. The

new procedure produces a factor of 5 speed-up of the inner-region numerical integration,

and consequently a 5-fold speed-up of the global integration. In phases 2 and 3, we

optimized the initial inner-region communication algorithms. The original RMT code

used a single MPI master task to read a Hamiltonian block matrix from the hard drive,

and then distribute portions of it to other inner-region cores. The larger Hamiltonians

addressed by the new RMT code are potentially 5 gigabytes (or more) in size, making this

approach unfeasible. The new code simply reads the blocks incrementally, distributes the

data in small blocks, and repeats until end-of-file is reached.
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2. Phase 1: Load balancing in inner region

matrix-vector algorithms

As an example problem, we have integrated the Schroedinger equation for singly-ionized

Neon in intense near-UV (390 nm) radiation. In the RMT approach, the integration is

performed by radically different numerical methods in the inner- and outer-regions of

configuration space, as described above. Finite-difference methods are used to integrate

the equation at distances far from the atom (the outer-region). In the inner region, an

R-Matrix basis set represents the atom. This basis set decomposition gives rise to large

dense Hamiltonian matrices, with different Hamiltonian matrices for each of the 23 sym-

metries in the inner-region decomposition. Large-scale matrix-vector multiplications are

used to integrate the Schroedinger equation in this region.

The outermost parallelization layer in the inner-region RMT codes is to assign a sepa-

rate set of MPI tasks to each symmetry. Each symmetry is associated with several matrix-

vector multiplications. This computation is performed with anywhere from one to 15

cores per symmetry. Each symmetry communicates with neighboring symmetries, which

ultimately hampers parallelization. Since each symmetry has a different CI expansion

length, the problem here is to find the right number of cores to allocate to each symmetry

in order to maximise performance, and to rewrite the code in order to perform the new

allocation.

The workload of each symmetry is to a good approximation just the product of rows

and columns in the matrix multiplication, (which is proportional to the number of floating

point operations performed). The workload is expressed as a function, and the code

attempts to allocate a number of cores to each symmetry in proportion to its workload.

The workload function, W(i), for symmetry i is:

W(i) = [Rows(i − 1) ∗ Columns(i) + Rows(i + 1) ∗ Columns(i)]p,

where p is an arbitrary parameter. The parameter p, is introduced to address the fact that

communications overhead makes the p = 1 version of W(i) sub-optimal. The optimal
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value of p turned out to be about 0.9. Values of p near 0 would imply that the work

performed per symmetry is uniform. In this limit, (p = 0), allocation of cores would

revert to the original strategy of assigning a constant number of cores to each symmetry.

A minimum of 1 core is allocated per symmetry.

Figure 1: Distribution of cores over the different symmetries using the new workload
function for the Ne+ test case. The lowest symmetry ids tend to need significantly more
resources than the higher symmetry ids.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of cores generated by the new allocation rules. The old

allocation rules resulted in a nearly uniform distribution of cores among the symmetries.

In other words 23 × N cores would be allocated in such a way that each symmetry would

be assigned exactly N cores. Figure 1 shows that the new rules guarantee at least one

core per symmetry, but favour the larger workloads in symmetries 2 through 6 according

the formula described above. The CI expansion length in symmetries 3 and 4 is about a

factor 6 larger than the expansion length in symmetries with id > 15.

Figure 2 above shows the speed-up obtained by the new strategy. An improvement
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Figure 2: Iteration time as a function of total number of cores assigned to the inner
region using a uniform allocation (black line with circles) and using the work-balanced
allocation (red line with squares) for a small Ne+ test case.

by a factor of 5 is observed when 56 cores are used by the inner region integration.

Beyond 56 cores, little improvement is obtained, because communication overhead starts

to dominate. The old strategy shows gradual improvement as more cores are added, but

even the use of 138 cores produces an executable that runs at half the speed of the new

version with 56 cores.

Figure 3 shows the speed-up obtained during production runs of a heavily used RMT

integration on ARCHER. In this case only 10 symmetries are used, which presents the

load optimizer with fewer opportunities for optimization. Nevertheless the speed-up at

480 cores is a factor of 3. Any additional symmetry to be added would add relatively little

work to the overall work required. Such additions would add significantly to the iteration

time for a uniform allocation, but much less to the iteration time for a work-balanced core

allocation.
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Figure 3: Iteration time as a function of total number of cores assigned to the inner
region using a uniform allocation (black line with circles) and using the work-balanced
allocation (red line with squares) for a large Ne+ test case using a reduced number of
symmetries.

3. Phases 2 and 3: redesign of the communication

during the initialization

Phases 2 and 3 of the project were a redesign of the initialization process for the Hamil-

tonian matrices used by the inner region R-Matrix integration (Phase 2), with subsequent

parallelization of the read-in of bulk input data comprising field-free Hamiltonian eigen-

values and radial basis boundary values, dense dipole blocks and detailed channel data

(Phase 3). The immediate goal of the redesign is to enable efficient set-up of the calcula-

tions of IR-assisted photoionization and double ionization.

The size of the off-diagonal blocks of the Hamiltonian in these calculations can in-

crease by two to four orders of magnitude (from < 200 to ∼ 20000 in both dimensions),
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and the previous procedure need to be revised so that off-diagonal blocks of these sizes

are handled efficiently. The second, longer term, goal of the redesign is to produce a code

capable of treating complex atoms in fields with arbitrary polarization. When the field is

linearly polarized, rotational symmetry enables a large reduction in complexity and mem-

ory usage compared to arbitrary polarizations. With elliptically polarized fields we lose

that symmetry, and the RMT data structures in general grow by one to two orders of mag-

nitude in size. In practical terms, we have to integrate the multi-electron Schroedinger

equation in higher dimensionality.

To appreciate the scale of the problem, let us consider a typical IR-assisted photoion-

ization problem. In these problems the range of symmetry blocks (angular momenta)

treated may be relatively small (0 to 10 for example), but the off-diagonal blocks are typ-

ically 2 Gigabytes or greater. Altogether the Hamiltonian in this case would be over 40

gigabytes, and by necessity, would be held in RAM. A typical inner region of the RMT

calculation in this case would distribute the problem over thousands of cores. Once the

distribution is complete, the Hamiltonian occupies an insignificant amount of RAM per

core. The original design of RMT would have read the entire 40 Gigabyte Hamiltonian

into a single core, and then distribute parts of it to thousands of inner region cores. In the

early versions of RMT, this was the natural approach, since additional numerical process-

ing was required to turn the input data into a Hamiltonian, and the master processor was

the only core that had access to additional data files and data structures to perform this

processing. Unfortunately, at 40 gigabytes this approach would fail on most machines

due to limits on the amount memory available to the master core.

In the case of arbitrary polarization, an additional problem arises. The number of

symmetry blocks (angular momenta) increases by one to two orders of magnitude. At

present the maximum number of symmetry blocks in the Hamiltonian scales linearly

with the maximum angular momentum L : 2 × (L + 1). For elliptical polarization the

scaling is quadratic: 2 × (L + 1) × (L + 1). For L = 19, this means an increase from 40

to 800 symmetry blocks. Based on experience with current photoionization calculations,

this would require inner region core counts of the order 16,000. More importantly, the

Hamiltonian size would increase by two to three orders of magnitude. As a consequence,
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the amount of data that would need to be transferred by the master processor would

become unmanageable.

We solve both of the problems described above by parallelising the initial input and

post-input processing of the Hamiltonian. The off-diagonal blocks of the Hamiltonian

matrix are contained in a single multi-gigabyte file ‘d’, which is created by R-Matrix

software [1, 4] written independently of RMT, and which we have not modified as part of

this project. Reading in various parts of the ‘d’ file in parallel by thousands of inner region

cores required an excessively complex design, and did not appear to be the most efficient

or reliable approach. The problem was therefore solved in several stages. Initially, the

data and data structures containing parameters necessary for post-input processing are

distributed to all of the inner region cores. The inner region master core then reads the ‘d’

file incrementally from the file system in sub-gigabyte segments, and writes sub-gigabyte

data blocks back to the file system. The inner region cores then read the smaller blocks

in parallel, and complete the processing in parallel to create the local Hamiltonians. The

first time the program is run it detects the absence of the smaller data blocks, and the inner

region master core is told to create them and save to disk. During each subsequent run of

the program, the smaller data blocks are detected on disk, a signature file is checked to

verify that they were created from the original ‘d’ file, and then all input and computation

is performed in parallel.

This option allows compatibility with the original data file structure. However, mod-

ification of the field-free R-matrix codes [1, 4] is now planned as part of general suite

development to provide the smaller files directly to RMT if preferred.

The simplest solution also proved to be the most portable. One of the goals was

portability between the Cray massively parallel processors, and workstation clusters. To

perform the parallel reads mpi file read all, mpi file write all were investigated, but pro-

vided no performance improvements. Standard Fortran I/O was judged more likely to

be portable. The mpi file read all, for example, behaved unpredictably during tests on

the filesystem used in the workstation clusters. Each MPI task is an operating system

process, and only one READ per task is attempted, so parallel READs of the files are

correctly performed by the operating system. Tests verify that the program runs reliably
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and produces identical results on both the Cray, and on the local workstation clusters.

In the class of problems we propose to address, in addition to the off-diagonal blocks

of the Hamiltonian matrix, we also had to consider parallel read-in of the channel function

information needed to connect the inner and outer regions in the RMT method. This

information is contained within the ‘Splinewaves’ data file. Although it concerns only

the diagonal part of the Hamiltonian, it still easily reaches multi-gigabyte sizes in typical

problems. The code to read in and distribute the data within this file was redesigned using

the same methods described above. The program now reads the file in small increments,

distributes the increments to the master processors of each of the symmetry blocks, and

reuses the allocated memory. The memory is reclaimed when the process is complete.

Only the master cores of the symmetry blocks need this data.

4. Conclusion

To conclude, the communications algorithms of the RMT code have been rewritten in

order to reduce memory use, and to work around load balancing problems that occur

when the code is applied to interactions between multi-electron atoms and intense linearly

polarized light. The developments in the code will be of significant importance for the

future development of an RMT code capable of describing multi-electron atoms in intense

light fields with arbitrary polarization, including circularly polarized laser light. We have

described the completion of phases 1 through 3 as outlined in the workplan associated

with the proposal for this eCSE project.
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